Control of nanoparticle dispersion, SEI composition, and electrode morphology enables long cycle life in high silicon content nanoparticle-based composite anodes for lithium-ion batteries
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Introduction

The US Department of Energy’s Vehicle Technologies Office has identified a cell stack cost goal of $100 kW h⁻¹ for rechargeable lithium-ion battery (LIB) technology to achieve cost parity with internal combustion engines and enable widespread electrification of the transportation sector.¹ To achieve this goal, the active materials must be earth-abundant and store high stoichiometric quantities of Li ions at a high cell voltage. The gravimetric energy density of the incumbent anode material, graphite, is too low to meet this goal. With a theoretical capacity of 3500 mA h g⁻¹, Li storage potentials between 0.6 and 0.01 V vs. Li/Li⁺, and high earth abundance, silicon (Si) is one of only a few potential anode materials that can potentially reach this high bar.²

To facilitate the technological transition and minimize disruption to industrial anode production, Si would simply replace graphite in composite-based anodes. However, the requirements to replace graphite in LIB anodes are daunting. The electrode must be able to deliver several thousand charge/discharge cycles with coulombic efficiencies (CE) > 99.99%, greatly exceed the electrode specific gravimetric and volumetric energy densities of graphite anodes, have a decades long shelf-life (calendar life), charge/discharge at high rates, be scalable and adaptable to composite anode manufacturing practices, and be cost competitive. In principle, Si can achieve all these feats.

The potential of Si in LIB anodes has catalyzed significant interest and investment throughout the last several decades.³⁻⁷ However, despite these efforts, high-content silicon anodes have not yet overtaken graphite as the state-of-the-art LIB anode material. Anodes consisting of >70% Si with industrially...
relevant areal capacities (>2.5 mA h cm⁻²) and realistically scalable fabrication processes have unacceptably low CE leading to cycle lifetimes (80% capacity retention) of only a few hundred cycles.²,⁸–¹⁰ Moreover, reports of majority silicon composite anodes paired with high-voltage NMC cathodes and using industry standard electrolytes (1.2 M LiPF₆ in 0.3 : 0.7 ethylene carbonate : ethylmethyl carbonate with fluoroethylene carbonate (GenF)) typically display useful lifetimes less than 100 cycles.⁴,¹¹ Indeed, challenges associated with repeatedly charging and discharging silicon continue to hinder Si anode-based cycle lifetimes.

Silicon’s volume expands and contracts by up to 350% between charging (lithiation) and discharging (delithiation), creating severe mechanical strain on both individual Si particles and across the composite electrode, which leads to rapid capacity loss.² Reducing the Si particle dimensions to the nanoscale can eliminate particle pulverization,⁷,¹² but long-range electrode-level mechanical strain persists regardless of the Si size. The volumetric changes also affect the electrode’s morphology by increasing the solid volume fraction, which reduces porosity and hinders Li-ion transport.¹³,¹⁴ Strategies to mitigate the mechanical stress of lithiating and delithiating silicon range from single particle to electrode-level architecture engineering.¹⁵–¹⁷,¹⁹,²⁰ While these efforts usually mark an improvement in the anodes’ capacity retention and provide valuable scientific insight, the gains are met with an inability to scale the particle or electrode fabrication procedure. Both improved cycle life and scalability must be realized for a solution to be viable.

The interfacial chemistry between silicon and the electrolyte plays a critical role in Si LIB stability as well.¹⁸–³⁰ The interfaces of both Si and lithiated silicon (LiₓSi) are chemically reactive towards the components of carbonate electrolytes.¹¹,¹³ Upon cycling, electrolyte components irreversibly reduce and deposit on the Si surface to form a solid-electrolyte-interphase (SEI).¹³–¹⁷,¹⁹,²⁰ Once formed, the SEI must passivate the LiₓSi interface against further parasitic reactions in order to promote long cycle lifetimes in full-cells with competitive energy densities, where lean electrolyte conditions are used and Li⁺ inventories are limited.¹⁸–⁴⁰ Effective passivation requires the SEI to be elastic enough to expand and contract with repetitive cycling without tearing or fracturing, all the while conducting Li⁺ and allowing the Si to remain electrically connected to the current collector.¹⁷,⁴¹ Achieving passivation is so difficult, in fact, that even at open circuit, parasitic chemistry occurs that reduces the calendar lifetime and, as such, is one of the major limitations to commercial deployment of Si-based anodes.⁴２ Intentional electrode design involving simple scalable steps that enable control of both the electrode structure and the Si SEI is needed if Si’s remarkable energy storage capacities are to be realized in LIB technologies.

Here, we present two innovations for Si-based anodes for LIB technology. First, we functionalize the surface of d = 5.9 nm Si nanoparticles (NPs, Fig. 1a) with a hydrophilic allyloxy (diethyleneoxide methylether) (PEO) coating to form Si@PEO. This functionalization provides the necessary interparticle repulsive forces to prevent particle flocculation and enables precise control of the electrode morphology. When added to N-methyl pyrrolidone (NMP), Si@PEO forms a colloidal suspension which enables homogeneous and reproducible slurries—a feat not possible with hydrogen-terminated SiNPs—that are simply blade coated onto copper current collectors. We find that PEOn creates large barriers for ionic transport in the composite electrode and poor interfacial passivation at the silicon surface leading to high cell impedance, low coulombic efficiency, and poor silicon utilization. To remedy this, we introduce thermal curing to remove the PEO from the finished electrode architecture, which enables a thin, well-defined, and mostly inorganic SEI to form on the Si surface. Upon curing, the cell impedance decreases by several orders of magnitude and the CE

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the radical-initiated surface functionalization of Si–SiHₓ NPs to form Si@PEO NPs. (b) (Left) Photograph of Si@PEO NPs and Si–SiHₓ NPs suspended in NMP. (Right) Dynamic light scattering data for the same Si@PEO (blue dashed) and Si–SiHₓ (gray) NP suspensions in NMP. (c) Thermal gravimetric analysis data for the Si@PEO NP powder (blue dashed), polyimide (PI) binder (purple), and the dried electrode mass (black) performed under a N₂ atmosphere. (d) Photograph of a blade coated Si@PEO electrode with the mass fractions of Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C). (e) (Left) Cross-sectional and (right) plan-view SEM images of a Si@PEO (420 °C) electrode. For clarity, the current collector and the electrode mass are labeled on the left image. Additional SEM images before and after cycling are shown in ESI, Fig. S2–S4. † (f) Averaged elastic modulus and electronic resistivity values for Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) electrodes.
increases by an order of magnitude. These improvements are derived from facilitated Li+ transport (relative to the PEO coated silicon) and improved interfacial passivation. Our high Si content electrodes deliver areal capacities > 4 mA h cm⁻², and when paired with capacity-matched lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide (NMC) cathodes, retain upwards of 72% of their capacity after 1000 lithiation/delithiation cycles while delivering initial anode specific capacities of nearly 1000 mA h g⁻¹ at an areal capacity of 2.55 mA h cm⁻².

**Results and discussion**

Radical-initiated chemistry is a robust and useful technique for derivatizing silicon interfaces with a variety of covalent bonds and functionalities.⁴⁻⁷ Here, we employ radical chemistry to induce a reaction between the alkene functional group on PEO and the hydride-terminated surface (Si–SiH₃) of d = 5.9 nm Si NPs to form surface functionalized Si@PEO NPs (Fig. 1a).⁴⁷,⁴⁸ Following purification (see the Experimental section), our isolated Si@PEO NPs disperse into polar solvents like water⁴⁸ and NMP. Fig. 1b shows a photograph of a Si@PEO NP suspension compared to Si–SiH₃ NPs in NMP. While the Si–SiH₃ NP suspension scatters visible light and appears opaque, the Si@PEO NP sample is translucent and homogeneous. From dynamic light scattering measurements (Fig. 1b), Si–SiH₃ NP suspension forms a bimodal distribution of NP flocs with mean diameters of 90 nm and 800 nm. The 5.9 nm Si@PEO NPs, however, are singly distributed with a hydrodynamic radius peak centered at 11 nm, indicating that PEO at the surface of Si eliminates particle flocculation at these concentrations. Compared to the unfunctionalized Si–SiH₃ NPs, the Si@PEO NP colloid provides an ideal platform for producing homogeneous slurries that result in volumetrically dense composite electrodes with optimal electronic and ionic percolation networks.⁹

Si@PEO electrodes were fabricated by blade coating a slurry mixture containing Si@PEO NPs, Timcal C45 as a conductive additive, and polyimide (PI) binder dissolved in NMP at a weight ratio of 8 : 1 : 1 (Si@PEO : C45 : PI) onto a copper current collector at six different thicknesses (see the Experimental section for additional details). While typical composite electrodes contain heat-sensitive polymeric binders like (poly) acrylic acid which decompose under aggressive thermal conditions,⁸ our use of a thermally robust polyimide binder allows for high temperature treatments to remove the electrochemically inactive PEO surface coating. Following a vacuum drying procedure at 150 °C, our electrodes are cured at 420 °C for 4 h under a continuous N₂ flow (Si@PEO (420 °C)) to remove the surface PEO. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data of the Si@PEO NP powder shown in Fig. 1c display thermally induced mass loss beginning at 330 °C and continuing until 400 °C. This mass loss is attributed to volatilization and loss of the PEO. The total mass loss of the Si@PEO NP powder is 18%, which corresponds to a surface density of ~2 PEO per nm², and is in agreement with prior reports.⁴⁷,⁴⁸ TGA of the dried composite electrode displays a similar mass-loss shape which, given that PI does not lose significant mass until T > 500 °C (Fig. 1c), we attribute to the volatilization of PEO within the electrode. This PEO mass accounts for 14% of the total electrode mass (excluding residual NMP at T < 200 °C) which matches the expected mass of PEO in the electrode (14.4%). In other words, when the diffusion of PEO is not impeded, most of the PEO mass is lost upon heating. Given that these electrodes are several microns thick and highly tortuous, it is possible that some PEO becomes trapped in the electrode structure. Nevertheless, from these data we surmise that the thermal curing removes most of the PEO from the electrode leaving a mass ratio of 76% Si, 12% PI, and 12% C45, as shown in Fig. 1d.

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the Si@PEO (420 °C) electrode in Fig. 1e show a densely packed structure with a thickness of 15 μm and feature dimensions on the order of 100 nm (attributed to Timcal C45).³⁵ At the single micron and hundreds of nm scales, the morphology of the Si@PEO electrode is identical to that of Si@PEO (420 °C) (ESI, Fig. S2–S4†). The transmission electron microscopy images (TEM, ESI, Fig. S5†) of the Si@PEO (420 °C) electrode indicate that, as expected, the Si NPs retain their 6 nm diameter, as well as their crystallinity, after thermal curing. Scanning spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM) measurements show no change in the silicon-specific resistivity (Fig. 1f and ESI, Fig. S6†), though some evidence for segregation between silicon and C45 is apparent after thermal curing. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) measurements (ESI, Fig. S7†) on electrodes before and after thermal curing display little to no difference in the identities of the chemical species, just their relative abundance. These spectroscopic, microscopic, and electronic measurements suggest that the morphology and chemistry of the electrode are largely unaffected by thermal curing. Interestingly, however, we do note that the elastic modulus of the top 1 μm of the composite electrode nearly doubles upon curing, which may be related to the minor phase segregation observed in SSRM measurements (Fig. 1f and S8†).

The beneficial effect of thermal curing becomes apparent upon electrochemical analysis. Fig. 2a displays a comparison of the voltage profiles for the first three lithiation/delithiation cycles of Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) in a half-cell configuration against Li metal in 1.2 M LiPF₆ in a 0.29 : 0.68 : 0.03 ethylene carbonate : ethylmethyl carbonate : fluoroethylene carbonate (GenF) electrolyte. The charge that passed during the first lithiation (negative scan direction) is 2.50 A h g⁻¹ for both Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C), but upon delithiation, the recovered charge of Si@PEO is only 1.05 A h g⁻¹, whereas that of Si@PEO (420 °C) is 1.83 A h g⁻¹, resulting in 1st cycle coulombic efficiencies (CE) of 42% and 73%, respectively. Since Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) lithiate to the same degree in the first cycle with nearly identical voltage profiles, but do not delithiate to the same degree, we surmise that much of the loss associated with the first cycle of Si@PEO may be due to Li-trapping or active material loss rather than parasitic side chemistry. In agreement, the delithiation capacities of the second and third cycles for Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) are nearly the same as the first at 1.04 and 1.93 mA h g⁻¹, respectively. If parasitic chemistry was the root cause of the low 1st cycle CE, we would expect much lower second and third cycle CEs. Because of Li metal’s reactivity toward the electrolyte,⁵²,⁵³ continued cycling in
a half-cell configuration is prone to artifacts.\cite{34,35} For this reason we do not place a high-level of confidence in extended half-cell cycling. For completeness, however, extended half-cell cycling is provided in the ESI† (Fig. S9†) with an associated discussion.

To probe the transport properties in these electrodes, we perform electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements on symmetric Si@PEO || Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) || Si@PEO (420 °C) cells. The EIS data shown in Fig. 2b indicate a significant reduction in area specific impedance (ASI, defined by the area of the current collector) for Si@PEO (420 °C) compared to Si@PEO. Although we have reservations about the accuracy of the fit values for the Si@PEO impedance (as outlined in ESI, Fig. S10† and the accompanying discussion), upon fitting the data to an equivalent circuit, the ASI related to the SEI is 2200 Ω cm⁻² for Si@PEO and 4.7 Ω cm⁻² for Si@PEO (420 °C). The SEI-related impedance semicircle occurs in the frequency regime between 100 Hz and 1 Hz, indicating that the impedance is related to Li⁺ transport (as opposed to electron transport (MHz) or diffusion of Li in Si (mHz)). Because the ionic conductivity of LiPF₆ in amorphous PEO is between one to two orders of magnitude lower than that of 3:7 EC:EMC at 25 °C,\textsuperscript{36,37} such a disparity in impedance is expected for a Li⁺ transport mechanism dictated by amorphous PEO indicating that, as expected, PEO is a substantial portion of the SEI which inhibits Li⁺ transport.

To quantify the energy charge storage performance of these electrodes at practical loadings, we fabricated Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) electrodes with six different thicknesses. The areal capacity (mA h cm⁻²) and Si activation for each thickness are shown in Fig. 2c. Here, Si activation is defined as the measured delithiation capacity in the third cycle divided by the electrode’s theoretical delithiation capacity (assuming a Si-specific theoretical delithiation capacity of 3.5 A h g⁻¹). Importantly, to account for the mass loss of PEO during thermal curing and obtain an accurate electrode theoretical capacity, the mass fraction due to PEO was subtracted from the Si@PEO (420 °C) electrode. If this correction is not performed, values for Si activation exceeded 1.0, which is clearly not physically possible.

As seen in Fig. 2c, both the Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) electrodes display a similar trend with increasing electrode thickness: an increasing areal capacity, but a decline in the Si activation beyond an electrode thickness of ~8 µm. The values of the areal capacity and the Si activation, however, are quite different between Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C). The areal capacity of Si@PEO (420 °C) is nearly double that of Si@PEO at a given electrode thickness. The Si activation for electrodes <10 µm is near unity for Si@PEO (420 °C) and only 60% for Si@PEO. For the thickest electrodes, 55% of the Si in Si@PEO (420 °C) participates in reversible lithiation delivering 4.2 mA cm⁻² while only 30% of the Si is active in Si@PEO, delivering 2.1 mA cm⁻². From our EIS analysis, we attribute the declining Si activation with increasing electrode thickness to a reduction in porosity; organic SEI build-up in the first cycle increases the solid volume fraction of the electrode, which inhibits electrolyte mass transport throughout the porous network and increases ionic resistance. Interestingly, upon disassembling the coin cells, the deformation of the Si@PEO (420 °C) electrode is apparent—the degree to which seems to depend on the areal capacity (ESI, Fig. S8†). This deformation may be related to the increase in the elastic modulus with thermal curing. However, no delamination or other major mechanical failure was observed after cycling even the highest loading electrodes. Indeed, these high Si content, high loading Si@PEO (420 °C) electrodes exhibit promising electrochemical properties in half-cell configurations with traditional carbonate-based electrolytes.

The contents of the SEI and the chemical environment at the surface of silicon play a major role in the cycle stability and ionic and electronic resistance. To probe the compositional environment at the surface of these electrodes, we performed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements before and after
Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C).

Fig. 3 Background subtracted oxygen 1s (left) and carbon 1s (right) X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data (black dots) for the as-synthesized Si@PEO powder, Si@PEO before and after three cycles in a half cell, and Si@PEO (420 °C) before and after three cycles in a half cell. The data were fit to multiple peaks to deconvolute the spectra. The fitting envelopes are shown as red lines and the individual peaks are shown in different colors. The color key below links the chemical identities to their corresponding peaks. The table at the bottom plots the ratio of inorganic (\(\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3\)) to organic (C–O–C/C sp\(^2\)–N). The scheme below summarizes the ratiometric analysis of the SEI for Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C).

The morphology and thickness of the SEI around the Si NPs may be related to the appearance of carbon domains and phase segregation (ESI, Fig. S6†). Upon cycling three times in a half cell, the inorganic species \(\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3\) and \(\text{LiF}_2\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\) appear in the O 1s and C 1s spectra in addition to the organic functional groups for both Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C). Because \(\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3\) and \(\text{LiF}_2\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\) deposit on top of the Si/\(\text{SiO}_x\) surface and XPS is a surface sensitive technique, the apparent intensity is dominated by \(\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3\) and \(\text{LiF}_2\text{P}_2\text{O}_7\). Importantly, however, the relative abundances of the inorganic and organic species for Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) are quite different. While the inorganic and organic signals are nearly equal in the spectral composition of Si@PEO (420 °C) (1.15 : 1 inorganic: organic), the organic components dominate Si@PEO at 0.23 : 1. These results indicate that curing Si@PEO at 420 °C reduces the organic content of the SEI, producing an SEI more commonly found in cells with uncoated silicon surfaces,\(^8\) which is summarized in the scheme in Fig. 3.

The morphology and thickness of the SEI around the Si NPs define the electrode porosity after cycling, which dictates important properties like mass transport and electronic percolation. To understand how the SEI changes with thermal curing, we performed transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements on electrodes after three lithiation/delithiation cycles in a half-cell configuration. Representative TEM images for Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) and particle size statistics are shown in Fig. 4. As seen in Fig. 4, the Si@PEO electrode morphology is a broadly distributed aggregation of particles encapsulated within a large-volume, low-contrast SEI matrix. The Si@PEO (420 °C) morphology, however, is composed of discrete and homogeneously distributed particles. The apparent size of Si@PEO (420 °C) is 13 nm implying an SEI thickness of 3.5 nm. In contrast, the apparent average size of the cycled Si@PEO particle remains nearly unchanged at 6.3 nm compared to the as-prepared Si@PEO at 5.9 nm. Likely, this is the result of the low contrast PEO surface coating inhibiting the growth of higher contrast inorganic SEI components like \(\text{Li}_2\text{CO}_3\) or LiF (vide supra). The distribution of particle size is also impacted by thermal curing. One standard deviation from the mean particle size (\(\sigma\)) for Si@PEO (420 °C) is 2 nm, close to the \(\sigma = 1.1\) nm for uncycled Si@PEO. For cycled Si@PEO, however, the distribution broadens significantly to \(\sigma = 4.1\) nm. This increase in size distribution may be due to trapped Li within the silicon nanoparticles — consistent with the low first cycle CE — or highly inhomogeneous SEI contents. In either case, these images clearly show that the Si@PEO SEI is large and poorly defined, but once thermally cured, the SEI is homogeneous and conforms to the silicon surface.

Cycling Si-based anodes with capacity-matched high-voltage NMC-based cathodes provides a configuration for obtaining high energy density Li-ion batteries. To this end, we fabricated Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) batteries using NMC622 composite electrodes as cathodes (Si@PEO || NMC622 and Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC622). To match the capacity of our Si@PEO electrodes with that of standardized 1.5 mA h cm\(^{-2}\) NMC622 cathodes provided by the Cell Analysis, Modeling, and Prototyping (CAMP) facility at Argonne National Laboratories, Si@PEO and Si@PEO (420 °C) anodes with a measured areal
capacity of approximately 1.75 mA h cm\(^{-2}\) (accounting for 18% SOC electrochemical prelithiation) were chosen (see the Full-Cell Electrode Balancing section in the ESI†). The electrode mass loading for Si@PEO (420 °C) was 1.12 mg cm\(^{-2}\) and 1.75 mg cm\(^{-2}\) for Si@PEO. The additional mass of the Si@PEO electrode accounts for the mass of the PEO surface coating as well as the inactive fraction of silicon. The cycling data for 1000 charge/discharge cycles are shown in Fig. 5.

With a slightly oversized anode capacity (1.05 : 1 \(n:p\)) and electrochemically prelithiated to \(~18\%\) SOC, both Si@PEO || NMC622 and Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC622 provide an initial cathode specific capacity of 160 mA h g\(^{-1}\), where Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC622 delivers an anode specific capacity of nearly 1000 mA h g\(^{-1}\) and a total cell stack energy density of 100 W h kg\(^{-1}\).

The capacity retention of Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC622 is nearly 100% after the first 180 cycles, with only 26% capacity loss after 1000 cycles. The inflection point in cycle 180 is likely due to the consumption of the excess Li\(^+\) inventory in the prelithiated Si@PEO (420 °C) by parasitic processes. Reflecting in the excellent capacity retention, the initial CE of Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC622 is 99.5% and rises to \(>99.9\%\) within 10 cycles, where it remains throughout the course of the measurement. Indeed,
the cycle stability of Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC622 is remarkable for a high-content Si-based anode.

In stark contrast, Si@PEO/NMC622 loses 50% of its reversible capacity within 20 cycles and only retains 5.5% of its capacity after 1000 cycles. The initial CE of Si@PEO || NMC622 is only 95.8%, which gradually rises to 99% after 200 cycles, the cumulative effect of which results in rapid capacity fade.40 The intermittent C/10 cycles indicate that the capacity loss is not simply slow, reversible Li+ transport (which would be evident from large capacity spikes in slower cycles), but is in fact either loss of active material or loss of Li+ inventory (see the Full-Cell Procedure section in the ESI† for additional discussion). For reference, rate capability data are provided in the ESI (Fig. S12).† Differential capacity and voltage profile plots indicate increasing lithiation overpotential with continued cycling on Si@PEO || NMC622, where little additional overpotential is observed for Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC622 (ESI, Fig. S13†). Due to their low-lying oxidation potentials, polyether moieties like PEO or glyme-based electrolytes undergo oxidation and rapid irreversible Li+ inventory consumption at the NMC622 interface during electrochemical cycling.11,13,26,29 Given that our Si@PEO electrodes contain 14.4 wt% PEO, it is possible that PEO crosses over from Si@PEO to the NMC622 electrode and contributes to the low Ce of Si@PEO || NMC622. The ATR-FTIR spectra of the cycled NMC622 cathode of Si@PEO || NMC622 show distinct differences relative to the same electrode cycled against Si@PEO (420 °C) or Li metal (Fig. S14†), though the overlapping spectral features from other electrode components complicate the analysis and preclude a definitive identification of PEO at the cathode. No apparent changes in the NMC electrode morphology could be detected (ESI, Fig. S15†). Nevertheless, these data highlight the importance of removing surface coatings before assembly into electrochemical cells.

Finally, to push the cell stack energy density capacity of our batteries towards more commercially competitive values, we paired 0.64 mgSi cm⁻² (thin) and 1.37 mgSi cm⁻² (thick) prelithiated Si@PEO (420 °C) electrodes against high-voltage NMC 811 cathodes that have limiting capacities of 1.66 mA h cm⁻² (thin Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC811) and 2.55 mA h cm⁻² (thick Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC811), respectively. The data for 1000 electrochemical cycles of these cells are plotted in Fig. 6. As seen in Fig. 6, the initial cell stack energy density for the two electrode thicknesses is 212 and 105 W h kg⁻¹. If only the electrode mass is considered in these energy density calculations (i.e. neglecting the current collectors, separator, and electrolyte) the energy density increases to > 400 W h kg⁻¹ for each battery. While the evolution of energy density with the cycle number is slightly different for the two thicknesses during the first 100 cycles, the slope of the capacity fade is nearly identical for the remaining 900 cycles. The capacity retention after 1000 cycles for thin Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC811 is 79% and for thick Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC811 is 72%. These values are consistent with the small differences in the average CE (99.96% and 99.94%). Overall, these data show that these high silicon content electrodes operate well at loadings above 1 mgSi/cm² when paired with nickel-rich high voltage cathodes in industry standard carbonate electrolytes.

These results provide valuable insight into the principles of solid-electrolyte interphase engineering for lithium-ion composite electrodes. Specifically, we show that Li⁺ transport is hindered when Si is surrounded by a PEO matrix. This is evident from the large difference in impedance and silicon
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**Fig. 6** Energy density (left axis, solid dots) and coulombic efficiency (right axis, hash marks) for prelithiated Si@PEO (420 °C) || NMC811 full-cells for two different NMC 811 areal capacity electrodes: 1.66 mA h cm⁻² (gray) and 2.55 mA h cm⁻² (black). The table below summarizes the battery configuration parameters as well as the average CE and capacity retention. The Si@PEO electrodes were first electrochemically cycled and prelithiated as described in the main text and the Experimental section. No pretreatment was performed on any cathode. All electrochemical experiments were performed in a GenF electrolyte. The energy density reported here considers the mass of both electrode materials (anode + cathode), the current collector for each electrode, the separator, and the electrolyte. Additional details for the calculation are provided in the ESI†.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Silicon loading (mg/cm²)</th>
<th>Cathode Mass (mg/cm²)</th>
<th>Cathode Capacity (mAh/cm²)</th>
<th>n:p ratio</th>
<th>Initial Anode Capacity (mAh/g)</th>
<th>Avg CE</th>
<th>Cap. Ret. @ cycle # 1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>9.08</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.1 : 1</td>
<td>1106</td>
<td>99.96 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thick</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.23 : 1</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>99.94 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
utilization when compared to electrodes whose pores are infiltrated with a carbonate electrolyte, as seen in Fig. 2. These observations mirror the challenges faced by solid polymer electrolytes in LIB technology. So, while it is known that oligomeric PEO surface coatings do conduct Li$^+$, liquid carbonate electrolytes provide much more ideal transport properties. In addition, we find that after extended cycling, the SEI resulting from PEO coated silicon is much less passivating than an SEI derived from the GenF electrolyte as the coulombic efficiency of a PEO-infiltrated electrode is over an order of magnitude lower than that of an electrode infiltrated with a carbonate electrolyte (99% vs. >99.9%). These findings indicate that a highly organic and poorly defined SEI, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4, is a poor SEI design choice for a densely packed, majority silicon composite electrode in a LIB configuration.

Conclusion

In summary, we developed a method for fabricating densely packed, high Si-content composite anodes from surface-modified 5.9 nm Si NPs. We functionalize the surface of these Si NPs with a molecular oligomer – PEO – to provide enough steric repulsion to limit Si flocculation and generate homogeneous slurries amenable to conventional slurry processing and electrode fabrication. By utilizing a temperature-stable polyimide binder, we show that these electrodes can be thermally cured at 420 °C with minimal impact on the overall electrode structure. The effect of thermal curing removes most of the PEO surface coating and allows a 3.5 nm thick well-defined, mostly inorganic, SEI to be formed at the Si surface, which enables ideal electrochemical lithiation/delithiation properties up to an areal capacity of 4.2 mA h cm$^{-2}$. If the PEO is not removed, we find that the SEI is large, induces high interfacial impedance, contains mostly organic components, and results in significantly reduced silicon utilization and cycle lifetime.

When paired with a capacity-matched NMC622 cathode using common carbonate-based electrolytes, Si@PEO (420 °C) retains 76% of its initial capacity after 1000 cycles while Si@PEO retains only 5% of its capacity in the same cycle period. When pushed to higher limits by increasing the Si loading above 1 mg cm$^{-2}$ and pairing the electrode with NMC 811 cathodes, Si@PEO (420 °C) retains at least 72% of its capacity after 1000 cycles. This promising electrode formulation offers a plausible path toward achieving the US Department of Energy’s Vehicle Technologies Office’s goal of <$100 kW h$^{-1}$ Li-ion battery packs with a simple drop-in substitution to replace graphite with surface-modified silicon.
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